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PRONUNCIATION 
 
 

Being able to speak clearly in English is not just about pronouncing individual sounds or words correctly. It also 
involves: 

• pausing to allow listeners to take in ideas  
• matching rhythm and intonation to your specific meaning 
• linking words together with relaxed pronunciation. 

 
The best way to develop clear speech is to practise. Talk with native speakers as much and as often as you can, but 
when you do, listen and actively focus on one aspect of pronunciation that you want to improve. Here are some ideas: 
 
THOUGHT GROUPS 
 

Listen to how native speakers divide up their speech. They pause slightly after words that group together to make an 
idea. This helps the people listening to understand their ideas.  

 
If people don't understand what you are saying, don't think you have to repeat yourself saying every word really 
slowly. Instead, try speaking at a normal speed but take a short rest after each thought group. In written text, 
punctuation usually indicates where you can take a breath.  

 
For example:  

A woman will dress up to: 
• go shopping // water the plants // empty the garbage // answer the phone // read a book // and get the mail. 

A man will dress up to: 
• attend weddings and funerals. 

(Candy Tymson Communications n.d. He says, she says, viewed 7 September 2006, 
<http://www.tymson.com.au/men_vs_women.html>.) 

STRESS AND INTONATION 

Listen to how native speakers emphasise a few words in every phrase. They tend to make the content words (or the 
words that carry the most meaning) a little longer, louder or higher pitched than other words around them. This helps 
people listen more carefully to the words that are the most important for understanding. 

  
If you speak without emphasising any words, or if you emphasise every word, the people listening to you will get 
tired quickly because they have to listen carefully to every word. Instead, try copying the way native speakers use 
stress.  
 
For example: 

DO you like chocolate? (Are you sure?)  

Do YOU like chocolate? (You personally) 

Do you LIKE chocolate? (Like, not eat or buy, for example)  

Do you like CHOCOLATE? (Chocolate, not coconut, for example) 
 

LINKED SPEECH 
 

Listen to how native speakers change the pronunciation of words and syllables depending on where they are in a 
phrase. To join words together smoothly, native speakers leave out or change some sounds at the beginnings and 
ends of words. They also make important words even more obvious by using 'lazy' pronunciations for words that are 
not important.  If you pronounce every word perfectly, your speech will not flow or sound natural. Instead, try 
listening for the types of pronunciation native speakers use that are different from a dictionary.  

Good day…… G’day I can play tennis……. I c’n play tennus…. 
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STUDENT LEARNING CENTRE 
REGISTRY BUILDING ANNEXE  

  
TEL:   61-8-8201 2518 

E-MAIL: slc@flinders.edu.au  
  

INTERNET: http://www.flinders.edu.au/SLC  
POSTAL: PO BOX 2100, ADELAIDE, SA 5001 

 
 

DIFFICULT SOUNDS 
 
It can be difficult to produce sounds in English that are very different from sounds in your first language. If people have 
trouble understanding some words you say, it may help to practise saying these difficult sounds.  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 

http://mimosa.pntic.mec.es/~adiaz18/pages/phoneticchart1page.html 
  
  
This website will give you some more practise and show you exactly how to produce sounds: 
http://www.uiowa.edu/~acadtech/phonetics/#   
  
Some of the sounds on this site are more typical of American English.  For British English sounds and exercises go to: 
www.teachingenglish.org.uk/download/pron.shtml 
  
  
WANT MORE? 
 
The Student Learning Centre website (www.flinders.edu.au/SLC) has a range of links to websites that can help you 
learn to speak more clearly. 
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